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In a recent letter, Kawasaki et al. [1] study glass formation in a 2-dimensional (2D) model of polydisperse repulsive disks. They give numerical evidence for a direct relation between slowing down of the relaxation, extension of some medium-range order, and development of dynamic heterogeneities. We disagree with the authors’ interpretation on two points which we believe to be potentially important for understanding the glass transition.

First, contrary to what suggested in [1], the order that develops with increasing density when polydispersity is large enough for thwarting crystallization (Δ ≳ 9%) should not be contrasted with icosahedral order in 3D (metallic) liquids and glasses and, for that reason, is not appropriately characterized as “crystalline”. The local order detected by Kawasaki et al. is hexatic/hexagonal, which represents the locally preferred order of the liquid, just like icosahedral order in 3D. When polydispersity is larger than a threshold value ΔT, this liquid local order cannot extend over the whole sample. This frustration is akin to the geometric frustration that prevents tiling of 3D Euclidean space by icosahedral order [2, 3]. The parallel between the two situations is sketched in Fig. 1. In the presence of frustration, crystalline order is either absent or different from the liquid locally preferred order.

Secondly, the observations reported in [1] nicely fit in the frustration-limited domain (FLD) approach [2, 3] based on the above frustration description: for large enough polydispersity (i.e. in the presence of frustration), the continuous or weakly first-order transition occurring in the narrow range between φI(Δ = 0) and φI(ΔT) is avoided (see Fig. 1) and marks the onset of cooperative slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity, both being associated with the “frustration-limited domains” (clearly visible in Fig.2a of [1]). As stressed in [2, 3], the more frustrated (here, the larger the polydispersity), the less collective the behavior, hence the less “fragile” the liquid, as indeed observed in [1]. Within the FLD approach there is no need to invoke an unreachable ideal glass transition point φ0 to explain the phenomenology. (This turns out to be relevant in the case of 2D polydisperse systems of repulsive disks, for which evidence has been given that there is no such ideal transition [3].) Our interpretation is rather that the avoided singularity leads, beyond some crossover φ∗, to a scaling behavior according to which the relaxation time τα and the size L∗ of the FLD’s with extended locally preferred liquid order (here hexatic/hexagonal order) behave as

\[ \log \left( \frac{\tau_\alpha}{\tau_0} \right) \sim L^* \theta, \quad L^* \sim B \left( \frac{\phi - \phi^*}{\phi^-} \right)^x + \text{constant}, \]

with B decreasing with increasing frustration and θ, x two exponents whose value depends on the space dimensionality. In the notations of [1], L* identifies with ξ (hence with ξ0) and, apparently, θ ≈ 1. We checked that the data of Fig.4a of [1] can indeed be fitted by the above formula with x ≃ 3, φ∗ ≃ φI, and B monotonically decreasing as polydispersity increases. This description therefore emphasizes the role of the avoided transition (in zero or very small polydispersity) in triggering the slowing down of relaxation.
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